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(57) ABSTRACT 

The wall System includes a ceiling runner, a floor runner and 
Studs that are mounted between the ceiling runner and the 
floor runner. The ceiling runner is specially designed to 
allow for movement of the ceiling relative to the floor 
without damaging the wall. The ceiling runner design 
accommodates this movement with loose slots for the Studs 
that allow for vertical movement and mounting slots that 
allow for vertical support but also allows for horizontal 
movement. 
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SESMC WALL SYSTEM 

0001. This patent application claims priority to U.S. 
Provisional Patent Application No. 60/592,446 filed Jul. 30, 
2004. The contents of to U.S. Provisional Patent Application 
No. 60/592,446 are hereby incorporated by reference. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 The weight bearing walls, floors and ceilings of a 
large building are frequently constructed from Steel rein 
forced concrete. Within each floor of these buildings, walls 
are installed to partition areas and form Separate rooms in the 
building. The walls are formed from wallboards mounted on 
steel beam wall frames. The wallboards provide a solid and 
insulative wall Surfaces but are not structural. The steel 
beam frames provide a strong Surface to Support the wall 
boards. 

0003. With reference to FIG. 1, the steel beam wall frame 
105 is made of a plurality of steel beam components, 
including: a floor runner 109, studs 111 and a ceiling runner 
115. A ceiling runner 115 is a horizontal beam that defines 
the top edge of the wall and a floor runner 109 is a horizontal 
beam that defines the bottom edge of the wall. The studs are 
Vertical pieces which are placed between the ceiling runner 
and floor runner. The Studs are evenly Spaced parallel to each 
other and perpendicular to the ceiling and floor runners. At 
the corners of the room, the ceiling and floor runners may be 
cut at 45 degree angles and the adjacent ceiling and floor 
runners are connected to form the 90 degree corners. The 
croSS-Section of these Steel beams is designed to be struc 
turally rigid while minimizing weight. The C-channel is a 
common croSS Section of a Steel beam. 

0004 Conventional building practices include the initial 
laying out of markings on the floor showing wall locations 
in accordance with the floor plan. Thereafter, Starting with 
an outer wall, a ceiling runner in the form of an inverted 
C-channel is Secured to the concrete ceiling around the 
perimeter of the new wall. The next conventional Step is to 
Secure the floor runners, which are upwardly facing C-chan 
nels, to the floor along the perimeter walls. Thereafter, the 
spacing of the Studs is determined. This involves laying out 
Such spacing by applying markings to the channels of both 
of the upper and lower runners. The next Step is to measure 
the distances between the lower runner and the ceiling 
runner in order to determine the length of the studs. The 
Studs are then cut according to Such measured lengths. 
0005 The cut studs are then stood in place free-stand 
within the ceiling and floor runners. The Studs are Secured to 
the ceiling runner at their upper ends and the floor runner at 
their lower ends. Screws or welds may be used to secure the 
Studs to the ceiling and floor runners. Once the Steel frame 
is constructed, the wallboard is attached to the studs with 
screws or other fasteners. The wallboards is then typically 
covered with plaster, textured and painted to conceal the 
Screw holes. 

0006 Modem buildings are designed to resist damage 
during Seismic activity by Swaying with the movement 
rather than attempting to remain rigid. A problem with Steel 
wall frames used in buildings placed in areas of high Seismic 
activity is that as the building flexes, there is relative 
movement between the floors and ceilings of the buildings. 
Because traditional walls are secured to both the floor and 
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ceiling, the wallboards tend to be damaged as the Studs 
deflect with the movement. This bending of the studs 
frequently causes damage to the wallboard and fasteners. 
After the Seismic activity is complete, the damaged walls 
must be repaired. 

0007 What is needed is a system that prevents steel wall 
frames from being damaged during an earthquake. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. The inventive ceiling runner and wall system pre 
vents damage within a building by providing a wall frame 
that is flexible both vertically and horizontally. The wall 
System has the basic configuration of Vertical Studs mounted 
between floor runners that are secured to the floors of the 
building and ceiling runners that are attached to the ceilings. 
The ceiling runner has channels that hold the tops of the 
studs in place but also allow the stud to slide vertically 
within the ceiling runner. There are no fasteners or other 
components that rigidly Secure the Stud to the inventive 
ceiling runner. 
0009. The ceiling runner also has mounting slots that are 
used to Secure the ceiling runner to the ceiling but also allow 
the ceiling runner to move horizontally. Fasteners are placed 
in the slots of the ceiling runner and Secure the ceiling 
runners vertically to the ceiling. The bodies of the fasteners 
fit loosely within the slot but the heads of the mounting bolts 
are wider than the slots So the fastener heads hold the ceiling 
runners to the ceiling. The fasteners are adjusted to minimize 
the friction between the ceiling runner and the fastener and 
ceiling Surface. The loose fastenerS allow the inventive 
ceiling runner to Slide horizontally along the path of the 
mounting slots. 

0010 When a building that has the inventive interior wall 
System moves, the ceiling can move vertically and/or hori 
Zontally relative to the floor. If the distance between the floor 
and ceiling expands, the Studs slide partially out of the 
ceiling runner channels. Conversely, if the distance between 
the floor and ceiling contracts, the Studs Slide further into the 
ceiling runner channels. If the movement of the building 
causes horizontal Shearing between the floor and ceiling, the 
mounting slots allow the wall to move horizontally relative 
to the ceiling without damaging the wall. If the movement 
is perpendicular to the Slots, the wall will rotate about the 
floor runner however the wall can rotate in this manner 
without Sustaining any damage. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0011 FIG. 1 is a drawing of a prior art stud and runner 
wall System; 

0012 FIG.2a is a cross section view of the seismic wall 
System; 

0013 FIG.2b is a side view of the seismic wall system; 
0014 FIGS. 3a is a cross section view of the ceiling 
runner, 

0.015 FIG. 3b is a side view of the inventive ceiling 
runner, 

0016 FIG. 3c is a perspective view of the inventive 
ceiling runner; 
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0017 FIG. 3d is a bottom view of the inventive ceiling 
runner; and 
0.018 FIG. 4 is a view of the fasteners and spacers used 
with the ceiling runner. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0019. The inventive ceiling runner prevents seismic dam 
age to interior walls of a building with a System that Securely 
supports the wallboard but is not rigidly fasten the wall to 
the ceiling. The wall using the inventive ceiling runner may 
initially assembled by attaching the studs to the floor and 
ceiling runners as shown in FIG. 1. 
0020 Interior walls for a building are first laid out in a 
plan before installing the walls. Measures are taken to 
determine the dimensions of the existing Space as well as the 
lengths of the new walls. The dimensions are plotted to 
create a top view of the walls for the project. The Spacing of 
the studs within the walls are determined by the wall height 
and the stud size. The walls are strengthened by with more 
Studs and larger Studs. Shorter walls do not require as much 
Strength and can use Smaller Studs that are Spaced farther 
apart. Higher walls require closer Stud Spacing and possibly 
larger Studs. The Standard Spacing between Studs is either 
12", 16" or 24" on the centers of the studs. See table 1 below. 

TABLE 1. 

Stud Spacing 

12" 16" 24" 
Stud Size (in.) Allowable Wall Height (ft.-in.) 

1-58 7-10 7-1 6-2 
2-1/2 10-10 9-10 8-6 
3-38 14-4 13-0 11-5 

0021. After the walls have been designed, they are con 
Structed. The Studs and runners are cut to the required 
lengths. This cutting can be performed with aviator Snips or 
circular Saw with abrasive metal-cutting blade. The ceiling 
runner is attached to the ceiling. Drywall Screws are used to 
attach the ceiling runner to joists. For parallel joists, C-run 
nerS Spaced 24" or leSS are used to bridge two joists. The 
ceiling runner is then installed acroSS the bridges. The 
inventive ceiling runner has slots that the body of the 
fasteners are placed through. The heads of the fasteners are 
wider than the slots So the ceiling runners are Supported by 
the fastener heads. The fasteners can slide within the slots 
allowing the entire ceiling runner to move horizontally 
relative to the ceiling. The runner slot and horizontal sliding 
movement will be described in more detail below. 

0022. A floor runner is installed directly below each 
ceiling runner. The floor runner may be more difficult to 
install if the building has concrete floors because powder 
actuated fastenerS may be required. If the building has wood 
Subfloors, drywall screws can be used to fasten the floor 
runner. The Studs are then inserted into the floor and ceiling 
runners. The stud can be attached to the floor runner with 
7/16" pan or wafer-head screws. The drywall is then attached 
to the Studs typically with Screw fastenerS. 
0023. In the described method, the wall studs are 
installed after the runners have been attached to the floor and 
ceiling. In alternative embodiments, the Studs and runners 
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can be assembled before the wall is positioned within the 
building. In this alternative method, the wall assembly of 
runners and Studs may be assembled like a normal wall 
frame but without any fasteners attached between the stud 
and the ceiling runner. The assembled wall is then moved 
into position in the building. The floor runners are attached 
to the floor of the building and the ceiling runners are 
attached to the ceiling. The wallboard is attached to the studs 
but not the ceiling runner. Because the tops of the Studs are 
not fastened to the ceiling runner, a manufacturing Step 
eliminating and construction Speed is increased. 

0024. The inventive ceiling runner is a substantial 
improvement over the prior art because it is leSS prone to 
damage when the building moves as a result of an external 
force Such as an earthquake. A rigid wall can easily be 
damaged by relative movement between the ceiling and 
floor. With a rigid wall assembly, if there is horizontal 
movement, the Studs are forced out of Vertical alignment 
causing damage to the wallboard. Similarly, if there is 
Vertical movement, the fastenerS holding the Studs to the 
floor and ceiling runners can be damaged and the wall is 
exposed to compression or tension. 

0025 The inventive ceiling runner overcomes these 
problems by allowing the ceiling to move both vertically and 
horizontally without any damage to the wall. With reference 
to FIGS. 2a and 2b, the studs 205 are placed in slots in the 
ceiling runner 215 and are not rigidly connected with a 
fastener or a weld. The ceiling runner 215 is loosely attached 
to the ceiling 231 with fasteners 241 and the floor runner 209 
is attached the floor 233 with fasteners 243. If there is 
vertical movement, the stud 205 slides within the ceiling 
runner 215. This eliminates any vertical forces that are 
applied to the floor 207 or ceiling 209 from being transmit 
ted to the Studs 205. 

0026. The fasteners 241 hold the ceiling runner 215 in 
place vertically, but allow the ceiling runner 215 some 
horizontal movement. If the ceiling 231 moves horizontally 
in line with ceiling runner 215, the ceiling runner 215 and 
wall assembly remain stationary relative to the floor 233. 
The horizontal ceiling 231 movement causes the fasteners 
241 to slide within the slots in the web of the ceiling runner 
215. This horizontal sliding capability also allows the studs 
205 to remain in a Straight vertical orientation perpendicular 
to the ceiling runner 215 and the floor runner 209. The 
vertical studs 205 keep the wall square so the wall board 
attached to the studs 205 will not be damaged, i.e. the wall 
remains rectangular rather than being forced into a Slanted 
parallelogram. 

0027. A more detailed illustration of the inventive ceiling 
runner is shown in FIGS. 3a-3d. The inventive ceiling 
runner 301 has a modified C-channel cross section 303. The 
C-channel cross section 303 has a “web'311 which is a 
horizontal section, two “flanges”315 which extend vertically 
down from the web, and two “returns'319 which extend 
inward from the flanges 315. The returns 319 are notched so 
that portions of the C-channel do not have returns. These 
notched Sections 321 of the C-channel are designed to 
accommodate the ends of the studs (not shown) which fit 
between the flanges 315 of the ceiling runner 301. The 
notched sections 321 allow the steel studs to move up and 
down within the ceiling runner 301. In the installed con 
figuration there are no Screws, weld attachments or fasteners 
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holding the stud within the ceiling runner 301. The notched 
Sections 321 do prevent any significant horizontal or axial 
rotation movement of the studs. Although the returns 319 are 
shown as very short Sections, it is also possible for these to 
extend partially or entirely acroSS the width of the ceiling 
runner 301. This “floating” interconnection allows the wall 
frame to be flexible during an earthquake. 
0028. In another embodiment, the inventive ceiling run 
ner has only a single return connected to only one of the 
flanges. This single return would still prevent horizontal 
movement of the top of the stud after it has been inserted into 
the inventive ceiling runner. However this single return 
design would not be as Strong as the double return embodi 
ment. Although the returns are illustrated as being at the 
upper edge of the flange, it is possible to form the returns 
from a different portion of the flange. A ceiling runner can 
be formed from a C-channel which originally only has a web 
and two flanges. The flange can be cut and bent inward to 
form the returns. Thus, the notches are created at the normal 
Sections of the C-channel and the returns are formed at the 
Sections where the flange is bent inward. Although the 
returns are illustrated as being bent at about 90 degrees 
inward from the flange, the return can be bent at any other 
inward angle as long as the edge of the return can engage the 
end of a Stud and prevent horizontal movement. 
0029. In order for the ceiling runner to be able to slide, it 
is important to not have the fasteners tightly Secured. Nor 
mally, construction workers use power Screwdrivers or 
power wrenches to efficiently install all fasteners. The power 
tools are problematic because they inherently Screw in all 
fastenerS very tightly. To properly install the inventive 
runner, the fastener must be unscrewed to minimize the 
horizontal friction between the fastener and the ceiling 
UC. 

0.030. In an embodiment, the over tightening of the fas 
teners to the ceiling runner can be accomplished by using a 
spacer. With reference to FIG. 4, the spacer 461 is slightly 
longer than the thickness of the web 411 of the ceiling runner 
415 and fits within the slot 425 in the web 411. In this 
embodiment, the Spacer 461 is placed around the fastener 
441 to prevent the fastener 441 from tightly contacting the 
web 411. The spacer 461 may be made of a plastic that 
allows the ceiling runner to slide with less friction than metal 
In another embodiment, the fastener 442 may have an 
integrated spacer 465. This would eliminate the need to 
place the Spacer 461 around each fastener 441 improving the 
efficiency of the installation. In yet embodiment, the Spacer 
467 may also include a flange 469 that would rest between 
the head of the fastener 441 and the web 411 of the ceiling 
runner 415. Similarly, a washer can be used in combination 
with the spacer 465. This flange 469 or washer is intended 
to further reduce the friction between the ceiling runner and 
the fasteners. By using a spacer with the fasteners, a worker 
can use the power tools to attach the fastener to the ceiling 
without having to loosen the fasteners to allow the ceiling 
runner to move horizontally. 
0031. The ceiling runner described may be fabricated 
from steel sheet metal which is bent into the specified 
C-channel croSS Section. Alternatively, the C-channel may 
be made using an extrusion process which uses a die. Once 
the C-channel is formed, the notches may be cut into the 
returns. In alternative embodiments, materials other than 
Steel may be used to make the inventive ceiling runners. 
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0032. The installation process for interior walls is sim 
plified with the inventive ceiling runner. The ceiling and 
floor runners are installed first like the existing method, 
however, the Studs are now inserted into the desired notched 
Sections and then fastened to the floor runner only. Because 
the inventive ceiling runner holds the Studs horizontally, 
there is no need to fasten the Studs to the ceiling runner. The 
wallboards are then attached to the studs in the normal 
manner described above. Installation is simplified because 
the Studs are not fastened to the ceiling runner and the 
fasteners are not removed after the wallboard installation. 

0033 Normally, the studs are placed at uniform intervals 
across the width of the wall. This interval may be 8, 16 or 
24 inches. By forming notches at 8 inch intervals, the 
spacing of the Studs can be any of these normal Standards. 
Alternatively, the notches may be formed at 4 inch or 12 inch 
intervals. The 4 inch notch configuration allows the Stud 
intervals to be 4, 8, 12, 16, 18 or 24 inches. The 12 inch 
notch confirmation allows the stud intervals to be 12 or 24 
inches. Ceiling runners which have any other notch length 
interval can easily be fabricated. The slot in the web of the 
beam is used as bolt holes to attach the ceiling runner to the 
building's ceiling. The body of the bolt is screwed into the 
ceiling while the head of the bolt is wider than the slot and 
holds the ceiling runner to the ceiling. 
0034. The inventive ceiling runner comes in various sizes 
depending upon the building requirements. These dimen 
Sions and the physical characteristics of each size are listed 
in table 1. In the first column, the “depth” refers to the width 
of the ceiling runner. The numbers in the column are in 
inches, 250=2% inches, 362=3/8 inches, 400=4 inches, etc. 
The Second column is the thickness of the sheet metal used 
to make the ceiling runner. The area is the croSS Sectional 
area of the ceiling runner. The weight is in pounds per foot 
length of the ceiling runner. The Section Modulus (SX), 
Moment of Inertia for Deflection (Ixx), Effective Section 
Modulus (Sy) and Moment of Inertia (Iyy) are engineering 
characteristics for the ceiling beam which are not signifi 
cantly altered by the inventive notch design. 
0035 Although the invention has been described with 
respect to the ceiling runner, it is also possible to use the 
inventive runner as a floor runner. By using a floor runner 
that has mounting slots in the web, the floor runner can also 
move horizontally. This may further reduce the damage to 
walls in an earthquake. 
0036) Although the description above contains many 
Specifications, these should not be construed as limiting the 
Scope of the invention but merely providing illustrations of 
Some of the presently preferred embodiment of this inven 
tion. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A ceiling runner comprising: 
a elongated web having a plurality of elongated mounting 

slots, 
a first flange connected to a first edge of the elongated 

web; 
a Second flange connected to a Second edge of the 

elongated web opposite the first edge, and 

a first return connected to a Side of one of the first flange 
opposite the elongated web; 
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wherein the web is substantially perpendicular to the first 
flange and the Second flange and the first return creates 
a plurality of notches for holding a portion of a Stud. 

2. The ceiling runner of claim 1 further comprising: 
a Second return connected to a side of one of the Second 

flange opposite the elongated web; 
wherein the first return is angled away from the first flange 

towards the Second flange and the Second return is 
angled away from the Second flange towards the first 
flange. 

3. The ceiling runner of claim 1 wherein the plurality of 
Slots in the web are equally spaced along the length of the 
web. 

4. The ceiling runner of claim 1 wherein the plurality of 
slots in the web are substantially centered about the width of 
the web. 

5. The ceiling runner of claim 1 wherein the plurality of 
slots in the web are approximately 0.15 to 0.5 inch in width. 

6. The ceiling runner of claim 1 wherein the plurality of 
Slots in the web are approximately 2 to 6 inches in length. 

7. The ceiling runner of claim 1 wherein a first slot in the 
web is separated from a Second slot in the web by approxi 
mately 2 to 6 inches. 

8. The ceiling runner of claim 1 wherein the plurality of 
slots in the web are offset from the plurality of notches in the 
web along the length of the ceiling runner. 

9. The ceiling runner of claim 8 wherein the plurality of 
notches in the return are approximately 1.75, 2.625 or 3.75 
inches in length. 

10. The ceiling runner of claim 8 wherein the plurality of 
notches in the return are separated from each other by 
approximately 4 to 7 inches. 

11. A frame for a wall comprising: 
a plurality of Studs, 
a floor runner that is fastened to a floor and has a plurality 

of slots that are fastened to a lower portion of the Studs, 
a ceiling runner comprising: 

a elongated web having a plurality of elongated mount 
ing slots, 

a first flange connected to a first edge of the elongated 
web; 
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a Second flange connected to a Second edge of the 
elongated web opposite the first edge; and 

a first return connected to a side of one of the first flange 
opposite the elongated web and having a plurality of 
notches, 

wherein the web is substantially perpendicular to the first 
flange and the Second flange and wherein the plurality 
of notches are sized to hold a top portion of the Studs. 

12. The frame for a wall of claim 11, wherein the ceiling 
runner further comprises: 

a Second return connected to a side of one of the Second 
flange opposite the elongated web; 

wherein the first return is angled away from the first flange 
towards the Second flange and the Second return is 
angled away from the Second flange towards the first 
flange. 

13. The ceiling runner of claim 11 wherein the plurality of 
Slots in the web of the ceiling runner are equally spaced 
along the length of the web. 

14. The ceiling runner of claim 11 wherein the plurality of 
Slots in the web of the ceiling runner are Substantially 
centered about the width of the web. 

15. The ceiling runner of claim 11 wherein the plurality of 
Slots in the Web of the ceiling runner are approximately 0.15 
to 0.5 inch in width. 

16. The ceiling runner of claim 11 wherein the plurality of 
Slots in the Web of the ceiling runner are approximately 2 to 
6 inches in length. 

17. The ceiling runner of claim 11 wherein a first slot in 
the web of the ceiling runner is separated from a Second Slot 
in the web by approximately 2 to 6 inches. 

18. The ceiling runner of claim 11 wherein the plurality of 
slots in the web of the ceiling runner are offset from the 
plurality of notches in the web. 

19. The ceiling runner of claim 18 wherein the plurality of 
notches in the return of the ceiling runner are approximately 
1.75, 2.625 or 3.75 inches in length. 

20. The ceiling runner of claim 18 wherein the plurality of 
notches in the return of the ceiling runner are separated from 
each other by approximately 4 to 7 inches. 

k k k k k 


